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§ O. Introduction.
In this paper these are two main theorems (Theorem 2. 1  and Theorem
3. 1). As a corollasy of these theorems, we have the following result.
Corollary 3. 7. L e t X  be a non-singular projective variety of dim-
ension m defined over the complex number field C, and let E be a vector
bundle on X of rank r. Suppose that E is ample and that, in addition, E
is generated by its global sections. Then E is numerically positive.
As for the definitions of ample vector bundles and of numerically positive vector
bundles, see Definition 1. 10 and Definition 1. 9 in § 1.
In § 1, we recall definitions and some properties of such notions as invariant
polynomials, positive polynomials, Chern cohomology classes, numerically posi-
tive vector bundles, and ample vector bundles. And we list notations concerning
to Grassmann varieties, to Schubert cycles, and to flag manifolds. In  § 2, we
prove the following theorem.
Theorem 2. 1. Let 9  b e  the curvature matrix of the dual vector
bundle of the universal subbundle S on Gr(n, d). P(T) be a homogeneous
Polinomial in  17 (d+1 ) of degree q. Then the cohomology class of
P ( 1 ) can be expressd in the form:
the cohomology class of P e 10 0
=the cohomology class of ai + + ad=  q a ao, a l,  ad ( t) ao, , a d ,  where every
coefficient a--ao, a l ,  , ad -->" 0 •
W e use some Schubert calculus in proving Theorem 2. 1. In  § 3, we prove
another theorem.
Theorem 3. 1. Let X be a subvariety of Gr(n, d) of dimension m. As-
sume that X• ao, a l , , = 0 for some Schubert cycle (0.0, ai , ,  a d  of codimensionW
E(!_o a ,< m . Then there exists a curve C contained in X such that SIC has
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a triv ial line bundle as a direct summand, where S  is  the universal sub-
bundle on Gr(n, d).
Theorem 3. 1 is proved by using dimension-theoretic method. Combining
Theorem 2. 1 and Theorem 3. 1, we prove Corollary 3. 7.
In the case of line bundles, there is a famous and useful numerical criterion
for ampleness proved by Y. Nakai. In the cass of vector bundles on curves, by
using unitary representation of stable vector bundles, R. Hartshorne showed
that ampleness is equivalent to numerical positiveness ([6]). In these two cases,
the notion of the cone of positive polynomials in Chern classes is obvious. In
the general case, P. A. Griffiths made a definition o f the cone of positive
polynomials in his article [4] (see also § 1). By using resolution of singularities
and strong Lefschetz theorem, S. Bloch and D. Gieseker showed in their article
[1 ] and in the article [3] by Gieseker that monimials in Chern classes of E  and
such polynomials as "e,(E) are positive for an ample vector bundle E  (for "e,(E)
see Remark 1. 8 in § 1). Note that, in the case of vector bundles on 2-dim-
ensional varieties, the above result o f Bloch and Gieseker covered the whole
positive polynomials. On the other hand, W. Fulton constructed recently an
example of a vector bundle on P 2 o f rank 2, which is numerically positive but
not ample ([2]). Hence, the remaining problem is to see whether our additional
assumption in Corollary 3. 7 can be removed.
The writers wish to thank Professor Masayoshi Nagata for his valuable
advices and Professor Hideyasu Sumihiro for his valuable conversations and
encouragement.
§ 1. Definitions and notations.
a. Invariant polynomials and positive polynomials.
In this subsection, we follow Griffiths [4]. Let M Q (d+1) be the affine
space consisting of all ((d+1) x (d+1)) - matrices over the rational number field
Q, and let A (d+1) be the coordinate ring of M Q (d+ 1). We denote by
r
oo T o i • • • T o d l
acts naturally on M Q (d+1), i.e. fo r g G L 0 (d - 1- 1 ) and  a M Q (d +i) , a 1-->
g - lag, where the product is the product as matrices.
Definition 1. 1. A  polynom ial P(T ) in  A (d+1) is said to be an  in-
variant polynomial if  P(T ) is GL Q (d+1)-inv ariant under the above action.
We denote by I(d+1) the subalgebra of A (d+1), consisting of all invariant
polynomials, and call it an invariant polynomial ring.
Let 4, be the principal q-minar determinant of T  (1 <q <d +1 ), i.e.
T =
T do T  d i .  • • T dd
an indeterminat (d x1) x (d +1)-matrix, i. e. T  „ (0 j  d )  form an affine
coordinates o f M Q (d + 1 ). T h en , A (d +1) =Q[T 0 0 , T 01, • • • , T d d ]. G L Q (d +1)
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T 11i,•••Tiligi
T i q i , T iq 1 2 • • • T i q i q
zlq = det
0<ii<i2< ••< ig< c l
Let Q[ T 0 , T 1 , •••, T ]  b e  a polynomial ring in d + 1  indeterminates over the
field of rational numbers. Let % - F i  be the symmetric group over d +1 elements.
%.+1 acts naturally on Q[To, T1, • ••, T d ] by permuting the order of indetermin-
ates. We denote by QM ,  T 1 , • -•, T d rd+1 the subalgebra of Q M , T1, • • •,
consisting of % + 1-invariant elements, i.e. symmetric polynomials in  T 0, T1,
•••, T . L e t  S , be the fundamental symmetric form in T o, T 1 , • •-, T d of degree
q (1<q<d+1).
Lem m 1. 2. W e have the follow ing interpretation of  an inv ariant
polynomial ring  I(d+1 ).
 
Q[To, T1,•••,Tdf d +1
g d ‘4 g /
Q [ 4 1, 4 2) • 4 + 1 1  < Q [S ly  S2 , .1  s d + 1 ],
w here g  an d  g ' are  natural inclusion m aps, f  is def ined by  f (T ,)= -T
(0 < i< d ), and f '  is def ined by  f (S 0 ) =4 0 (1 < q < d + 1 ) .  Moreover, if  we
weight 40 's and 5 0 's w ith degzlq =q  and w ith degS g =q (1<q<d-F1), all the
maps are isomorphisms as graded algebras.
Pro o f . It is obvious that f '  and g ' are isomorphisms and that g  is an
injection. Hence, it is enough to show that f  is surjective. Define a  map
h:I(d+1)--->Q[T0,T1, •••,Td?d+I by  h ( T ) _— ô1 T 1 (0 < i ,  j< d ) .  It is easy to
see that h  is well-defined. Note that Spec (/(d-I-1))=M Q (d+1)/GL Q (d+1).
Let (f  oh)* be the corresponding endomorphism of Spec (I(d  +1 )). Since (f  oh)*
is an automorphism on the classes of diagonaizable matirces and since the classes
of diagonaizable matrices is an open dense subset of M Q (d+1)/GL Q (d+1), we
see that (f  oh)* is an automorphism on  Spec ( I (d + 1 ) ) .  Hence, f  oh is an
automorphism of / (d + 1 ).  Therefore, f  is surjective. Q.E.D.
Corollary 1. 3. A n invariant homogeneous polynomial P (T ) of degree
q in I(d + 1 )® Q C can be expressed (not necessarilly unique) in the form
P (T )= E Ppn- T p„Dorc"'Toroorq,fpE[O, t n g
r e ,
where pp ,,,EC  (p  E  [ 0 ,  d]q,2r and r E
P ro o f  Our assertion follows from the following three facts:
(1) P (T )E  C [Z io, 4 1, • • •, Zid]•
1(2) 4 ,.(T )= (-
car
, ) E sgn sgn z-T p „ , p , i • • • T
r  f [0,
Uri° E e r
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(3) Let g "  I P (T )  A (d +1)0C
P (T ) has an expression of the type}
stated in  Corollary 1.3
be a subset of A (d +1)0 Q C . Then, .9-  forms a graded subring of A (d+1)0 Q C.
As for (3), by definition, .9 -  is closed under addition and under subtracion.
We have to see that .9- . is also closed under multiplication. Let
P(T )= E P  p ir rT  p r i p r i • • •T  p , q p , q a n d
f pc [0, d]g
lr ,  r c S q
P'(T )= E I/ p'7r'r'T ,o' ,,,p' „ i • • •T 40, „,q ,p, ,,q ,
[
p'em,d11'
j r /t r tE s q
,
be homogeneous elements in .9 -  o f  degree q  and of degree q ' respectively.
Then, we have
P(T )P'(T )= E Pp72-Pf p/;r'r'T p„,p r i • • •T  p
' 
gp
rq 
7' pi , , i pt ,, i * • • T P 'e q ' P 'e q '
i
p E [ 0 , d ]'1 
p 'E [0 ,(1 ] 1 '
7r, 7 E eq
n', r' e eq'
Put p"  ( p ,  p') E [O, cl]q+q% = (7r, ni) and -i- = (r, r') q  X p"F-T-  = P p/7'
F ix  a left coset decomposition of by x say, = U,W q X q.
Then, for each 77:"  in there exists a unique co„ such that 0)„ - 1 77" E q  X
)2
Hence, for example, taking P"p , , , , y , — (  •  .1  • P ,p  
- 17r" 0) - l e ,  we have(q + q ,)! a 8
P(T )P'(T )= E • •T  ty,  , ( q + q o p" „ 0 + 0 .
It7 9 ;/ ej ' E Ch l Q . E . D .
Definition 1. 4 , (Griffiths). A n  in v arian t homogeneous polynomial
P(T ) of  degree q in  1 (d +1 )0 Q C  is said to be a positiv e poly nom ial if
there exist 2,1 E R  with 2 „>0  and pp ,, E C  (p E [0, cl]q , 7rE  an d  j  runs
over a finite set) such that
Pp rr 2P.1[4.77rTipiry
f o r each coefficient p„p in the expression of  P(T ) mentioned in  Corollary
1 .3 . We denote by 11(d+1) q the set of all homogeneous positive polynomials
of degree q, and put 11(d+1)=E q 11(d+1),.
Lemma 1. 5. The set 11(d+1) of positive polynomials is closed under
addition and under multiplication.
P ro o f. By definition, H (d+1) is closed under addition. We can see that
11(d+1) is closed under multipication in the same way as the proof of Corollary
1. 3. Q . E . D .
b .  Chern cohomology classes.
Let X  be a non-singular complete variety defined over the complex number
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field C . Let E be a vector bundle of rank d+1 on X , and let e, be a curvature
matrix of E.
Lemma 1. 6, (W eil homomorphism). T he  m ap W E : I(d +1) 0  C
11*(X,C) defined by  P (T )  - ( th e cohomology class of  P ( l — 1 0E ) )  is well-
defined and is a homomorphism as graded algebras. M oreov er, the map
wE  is functorial, i.e. f o r am orphism  g:Y -->X, we have g*owE-=w,*E.
Pro o f . See Weil [1O]. Q.E.D.
4 •Definition 1. 7. The cohomology class of 2/L17, OE )  is called the q-th
Chern cohornology class of E.
Let R be a commutative ring with identity and let R [ M ] be the formal
power series ring of one variable t with coefficients in R .  For each element
c(t)=1-Fc 1 t + c 2 t 2 + •• • in R E M , we define an element -e(t)=1+ -e1t + -e2t2 + • •
in R E M  by (t)=1/c(—t). We can calculate 'eq 's successively such as
= ci,
.e2=c1 2 — c2,
-ea= c13  — 2C1C2+Cg, etc.
Remark 1. 8 .  I f  w e tak e R = I(d + 1 ) an d  c,=LÉ:g(T) 1 d+1
d+1<q,
then we have
"C,= E T 0"0-•.T d ad E Q[To, • • *, T ] 3 d +1 =  1(d +1) ( q =1 ,  2, • ..).
ao +  +.d=a
N ote  that such + . , T o a o  T d ad i s  a positiv e poly nom ial
(q=1, 2, •••).
c. Numerically positive vector bundles and ample vector bundles.
Let X be a non-singular projective variety of dimension m defined over C.
Let E be a vector bundle on X.
Definition 1. 9, (Griffiths). A  vector bundle on X  is said to be nu-
merically positive if it satisfies the following condition.
L et q  be any  integer w ith 1 < q < m = d i m X .  L e t Y  be any  q-dim-
ensional subvariety of  X .  L et F  be any  quotient vector bundle o f  rank
d+1 of E w i t h  F 0 .  L et P (T ) be any homogeneous positive polynomial
in 11(d+1) of degree q w ith P (T )# 0 . Then we have
p (
V— i
e,)> o.
Y 27
For the properties of numerically positive vector bundles, see Griffiths [].
Let X  be a non-singular projective variety defined over a field k of any
characteristic. Let E be a vector bundle on X.
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Definition 1. 10 , (H artshorne). A vector bundle E on X is said to be
ample if, for any coherent sheaf M  on X, M O Sa(E ) is generated by  its
global sections for a sufficiently large integer a, w here Sa(E) is  the a-th
symmetric product of E.
For the properties of ample vector bundles, see Hartshorne [5].
d .  Grossmann varieties, Schubert cycles, and flag manifolds.
We use the following notations throughout this paper.
Gr(n, d) : the Grassmann variety parametrizing d-dimensional linear
subspaces of P's.
: the d-dimensional linear subspace of P i  corresponding to a point
x  in Gr(n, d).
S : the universal subbundle on Gr(n, d).
Q : the universal quotient bundle on Gr(n, d).
F l(n ;d 1 ,•••,cl e ) :  the flag manifold parametrizing filtrations of Pn by
linear subspaces of P .
Let n  and d be non-negative integers with n d, and let a i  ( 0 < i ( d )  be
integers with n— d ,>-  a0 a 1a  d  O. Take a filtration
A .,i_d-ao c  An— d +1—a, C  • • ' C  An—ad
of P n  by linear subspaces An— d+i—a, 's of Pn with dim A n — d + i— a i= n — d + i— a i•
We use the following notations for Schubert varieties and Schubert cycles
°a°, al, •••, ad(An— d—ao, An —d+1— ai, • ", An—ad)
= {xEGr(n, d)Idim(L x n (0< i(d)1 •
( Oa°, at, , ad  :  the Schubert cycle on Gr(n, d) of type (ao, al, • • • , ad).
Note that codimar(n,d)Wao , ai, • ••, ad = o a 1.
§  2 .  Positive polynomials and Schubert cycles.
We have an exact sequence of vector bundles on Gr(n, d)
where S  is the universal subbundle, F  the trivial bundle, and Q the universal
quotient bundle. Let h be the trivial hermitian metric in F , and let f(z).=
(e 0 (z), • • • , ed (z), • • •, e„(z)) be a local unitary frame of F  with respect to h so that
go(z) , (e 0 (z ), •••, e d ( z ) )  is a local frame of S .  We denote by D , the connection
of F  derived from h and by D s the connection of S  derived from the induced
metric in S .  Then we have the following diagram
D,
A°(S) > A' (s)
i o f
D F
A°(F) >A  (F).
Griffiths calls the gap the second fundamental form o f S  in F
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([4 ] ) .  We use the following notations.
0
3
= 
L  p
i  021 : the connection matrix o f DF with respect to the frame
O3 04
f (z).
Os : the connection matrix of Ds with respect to the frame ço(z).
b : the matrix representation of D F Oi°_ i l oDs  w ith  respect to  the
frames yo(z) and f(z)•
[
e l  e 2 1  
: the curvature matrix o f D , with respect to the frame
83 04
f (z).
e s : the curvature matrix of D, with respect to the frame q7(z).
E»— —to, : the induced curvature matrix of the dual bundle S of S.
Now we prove the following theorem.
Theorem 2. 1. L et es be the  curv ature m atrix  o f  th e  dual vector
b u n d le  of the universal subbundle S on Gr(n, d). Let P(T) be a homogen-
eous positive polynom ial in 11(d+1) of  degree q . T hen the cohomology
class of  P(41- 1-e ,)  can be expressed in the form :
2r
the cohomology class of PE'l —1 e1)2r
=the cohomology class of  r ao +ai + + ad= q a au, ai, , adWao, ai, • , ad) where every
coefficient a", a t , , "  O.
i.e. In the R -vector space 112q(Gr(n, d), R) we have the following in-
clusion of cones.
the cohomo-
logy class of
p(i/ - 1(3,:,,
\ 27r )
P(T ) is a homogeneous the cone generated by
positive polynom ial in c Schubert cycles on
17(d+1) of degree q Gr(n, d) of codimension q .
Lemma 2. 2. Os = Oh  b=0 3 , and b is a matrix consisting of (1,0)-forms.
Pro o f . By definitions, we have Os = 01 and hence b=0 3 .  In order to prove
the third assertion, take a holomorphic frame ço(z)=Ro(z), ë(z)) of S .  Let
-0(z)=yo(z)g(z) be the change of frames. Let DF =D J - PD," be the type decom
position. Since DF"  is 0 on the holomorphic sections of F by definition, we have
( 0 ,  •  •  0)=( W eo(z), • • DF"ed(z))
=  ( e  0 ( z ) ,  •  •  •  ,  e n ( z ) ) ( [
cl"g(z )1+[ ° 1"  0 2 "] [(z )1 \ g  (z )1  •0 Los" 04"]1_ 0 y
Hence, we have 03"  =0, i. e. 03 is of type (1, 0) Q.E.D.
Corollary 2 .  3 .  es = (6 A b.
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Proof OF—d0F+OFA°F
[ 0101+ 0 10 1 + 020 3 d
0
2+ 0 1A0 2+ 020 4
dO3+ 0 30 1 +  0 40 3 d
0
4+ 0 3A0 2+ 0404_
By the compatibility of D F  and h we have
+ 02 .
Therefore, by using Lemma 2. 2, we have
e l=  es — tbAb.
Since F  is a trivial bundle, 0 ,= 0 .  Hence, we have
e8=tbAb. Q.E.D.
Lemma 2 .  4 .  Let g =d im  G r(n ,d ) . H 2 q(Gr(n,d), R) and 1129- 2 2 (Gr(n,d),
R) are dual for cup Product pairing and the Schubert cycles
••, a d l a 0 +  a +  • • • +  a d =g }  and
(who, a, • , balb0+bi+  • • • +bd=g --q}
form  the dual base each other.
1 1  a i d-b i =n — d  ( i+ j=d ) ,i.e. Wao, ai,•• , ad • °l b°, bt 0  otherwise.
P ro o f  See Hodge & Pedoe [7]. Q.E.D.
Proof of Theorem 2 . 1 .  By Corollary 2. 3, we have
tes= --t(tbA b)=tbA b.
Let P ( T ) = E P p i r g  p v T p " p - q  be a positive polynomial of degree
fpE[O,d1q
Ur, r E e q
g . Substituting e in P(T ), we have
reP ( )  = E
1p e [0, (J
] ' l
a e [d + 1 ,n ]q
7C, '17 ESq
=  ( - 1)a(4 - 1V2 E p p i r r e p r b a l p„ i' •  'b aq p ,,q 5 a lp r1 .. •-6aq P ,'q
=  ( - 1 ) 9 ( 4
-
1» 2 E ( ) p a -Q  p a ,
p , a
where b =b d +1 0 •b d +1 d  and Q p «  =  E  pp,,baip,--ba,p, q . Hence, we have
[ b 0  • • • b n  d
7reeq
P ( 11271 ( 4  = ( - 1 ) a ( q - 1 ) " ( i1271 ) a p
E
,  a
 ( 2 P a ° P a .
Since, by Lemma 2. 2, b  is a matrix consiting of (1, 0)-forms, Q 's  are (g, 0)-
forms. Therefore, for any q-dimensional subvariety Y of G r(n, d), we have
p p r b x i p r i b a t p i ' • b a q p , j ) a q p r q
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1/- 1
.
1
, P
(
Chg
)
° .
That is, the cohomology class o f  PC/
2 r
10 is  n u m e r ic a lly  n o n -n e g a tiv e .
Hence, in the expression
t h e  c o h o m o l o g y  c l a s s  o f  P (
4/1-i
e k )
27r=the cohomology class o f Eao+ai+- •+ ad= q aao,al, adWao, at, ad ,
we see, by using Lemma 2. 4, that every coefficient 
a a . ,O E Q.E.D.
§ 3. Numerical positivity of ample vector bundles.
In this section, we prove the following theorem.
Theorem 3. 1. Let X  be a subvariety of Gr(n, d) of dimension m . Ass-
ume that X • ( Oa°, a i ,  a d - 0  for some Schubert cycle wao ,a ,, , , ,  of codimension
Then there exists a curve C contained in X  such that SIC has a
trivial line bundle as a direct summand, where S  is the universal subbundle.
Let X  be a subvariety of Gr(n, d) of dimension m. We call a point P in P n
a center of X  if dim[x E  X I L s D P I  1. We denote by X, the set of centers of X.
Lemma 3. 2. X , is a closed subset of Pn•
Pro o f . By the Plucker coordinates, Gr(n, d) can be embedded in a pro-
jective space PN • P u t  Y ,4  {x  X IL ,B  P I  for a point P  in P " .  Then, for a
point P  in P " ,  it is easy to see that the following conditions are equivalent to
each other:
i) P X „
ii) dim Y,„>, 1,
iii) Y p  fl M 4  0  for any hyperplane M  in Pi'.
Hence, we have X . 4  flm( U x e m n x L x ) .  Therefore X, is a  closed subset of
p . . Q.E.D.
Let X  be as above and let H be a general hyperplane in P " .  L e t  x 1 be a
generic point of X. Then there exists unique point Y i  o f Gr(n, d -1) such that
=Lx, n H .  We denote by X H  the subvariety of Gr(n, d -1 )  which has y 1 as
a  generic point. Since ly E Gr(n, d — 1)1 L, 111 is isomorphic to G r ( n - 1 ,
d-1), X  H can be also regarded as a subvariety of G r(n  —1, d -1 ).
•Lemma 3. 3. Assume that X W e z o a io n  Gr(n, d). T hen X,,,-
ao, a  , ,  ad_1 0 on GI'(n —1, d — 1) for any general hyperplane H in P  .tt) =  
Pro o f . Since H  is general and since X there exists a• 0 ,70,a1,•••,ad-1,0 = 0,
sequence
A oc A i c •••cA d _i c A d =H
of linear subspaces of P r '  such that dim A ,=n— d  —  a, (0<i <d — 1) and that
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IxE x  dirn(Lx n i (0 (i< d -1 )}  = 0 .
By the definition of X H , for any point y  in X, there exists a point x in X  such
that L uc L. Hence, we have
{yE X H idim(Lu n (0 ( i< d - 1)} =0,
that is, XH•Wao. = 0 as a cycle on Gr(n — 1, d - 1).Q . E . D .
Lemma 3. 4. Let X be subvariety of Gr(n, d) of dimension m. A ssume
that m_>-d+1 and that X -(0 1.1. ,i= 0 .  Then, for any Point x in X , we have
L x nX e #0.
Proof. Let xo be a point in X . We consider the following diagram :
Fl(n ;n-1 , d)
Gr(n, n1 -1) Gr(n, d )  X  Xo•
Set Z=r1.72 - 1 (xo) -= {hEGr(n, D I,x ,}  and set W=7 1- 1 (Z) n 272- I (X )
{(h, x) Fl(n;n - 1, d)lx E X, L„ D L„, and L„,} . For any point h  in
Z , we have, by our assumption Y•w i ,,, , i =0, that
dim (271- 1 (h) n w) = dim (X rl (01.1, ,i(Lh)) ,>-- dim X — d.
Hence, there exists an irreducible component W o of W such that
(1) dimWo >dimZ±dimX—d=dim X ±n - 2d — 1.
Put Y o =z 2(W o). From (1), we have, for any point x in Y o, that
(2) dim (r2- 1 (x) fl W )  dim (r2- 1(x) n wo)..- dim X+ n - 2d — 1 — dim Y o .
Since r 2 - 1 (x)n {h E Gr(n,n - 1)IL, .1,, and L f t  D L x o } , we have
(3) dim (72 - 1 (x) n w) = n — 1 —  dim
. {linear subspace of  Prti
spanned by L, and Lxo
=n-1— (2d —dim (1,, n Lx0)).
Combining (2) and (3), we have, for any point x in Y o, that
(4) dim (I„ n Lx0)› dim X —dim Yo.
Next, we consider the following diagram:
Fl(n;d, 0)
Pi/  \ P 2
Gr(n, d )  X  D Yo G r(n , 0 ) P " L x .
From (4), we have
dim ( p i ( Y 0 ) n p2- 1(4))› dim Y o ± dim X — dim YO = dim X.
Hence, for any point P  in P2 ° P1- 1 (Y0) n Lxo, we have
dim (pcl (Y0) n P2- 1 (P))› dim x — dim Lxo = m—d >1.
G r(n -1 ,d -1 )xH
P
Gr(n - 1 ,d -1 ) D X , 1H D Y 0
H xH
HDY 0,
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This shows that there exists an (m—d)-dimensional subvariety Y  o f X  such
that, for any point x in  Y , L s  goes through a common point P in P .  That is
L x o n xc o. Q.E.D.
Lemma 3 .  5 .  Let X be a subvariety of Gr(n, d) of  dim ension m . Ass-
ume that X•wa o ,a ,, ,„,,=0 for som e Schubert cycle wa o ,a i , , a , of  codimension
ELoa, m . Then, for any Point x in X , we have Lxnxe#0.
Pro o f . We prove the above statement by induction on m and on d . When
m =1 or d= 0, it is obvious. We now assume that m..>.-2 and l,>1.
Case I. When a4> 0 :  If X •col ,i , =  0 ,  the assertion is proved in Lemma
3. 4. Therefore we may assume that X •(0 1,1, ,1#  O. Note th a t  ao, a l ,  , ad
=
( I )  ao-1, a t - 1 ,  , ad -1 .  ( 1 ) 1,1, , l •  Let H  be a general hyperplane in  P n  . Since dim
(x n , l (H)) ,  m — d — 1 and since (X  n ,i(H)) the• Wa0-1, ai —1, ad -1 = 0 1
assertion is proved by induction hypothesis.
Case 2. When ad  -= 0 :  Assume that Lx , n X 0 = 0, for a point x o in X, and
and we will derive a contradiction. We use the following diagrams and notations.
(1) Fl(n;d, d -1 )
Pi/  \ q i
Gr(n, d) D X Gr(n, d —1)pGr(n —1, d — 1) D X„,
where p i  and q1 are natural projections, and put
g= p -1 (X )  n
)( 0 , x  I L v c H} =X  n (0 1,1,...,1(H ), and
XH,0=q1.P1 - 1 (X0).
(2) F l(n -1 ;d -1 , 0)
P2 q2
Gr(n-1, d — 1) D ) ( H D  X„, 0 G r (n -1 ,  0) = P n - 1  = H ,
where P z  and q2 are natural projections, and put
=q2.q2 - 1 (X ,, )=  u Ly , and
ya,CH
Y  q2 . p 2 1 (X„, 0 )=- u  Ly.
y E  X II ,  0
(3) Fl(n —1;d —1, 0) x H
= P2 X 1H 7r2 q2 x1H
where the projections are defined by
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(y, Q, P)
/ N 2
(y, P) (Q, P)
I
/ N  
\ s iY J  p Q.
We go on in several steps.
Step 1. dim X H = dim g -= dim X.
Indeed, working with the diagram (1), we have a point y o in  X ,  with
L y o c L x o n H .  By the assumption Lx , (-1 X c= 0, we see that q1- 1 (y 0) n fc- is  a
finite set. Hence, we have dim XH = d im g .  The equality dimg=dim X  is
obvious by definition.
Step 2. L ,  n (x11 ) ,  g5 for any point y  in X„.
Indeed, by Lemma 3. 3, we have X  H .  W C10,ai, ad -1 = 0 .  Hence, by the induc-
tion hypothesis on d and by the result of Step 1, we have the required assertion.
Step 3. dim Y o dim ( Uxex,L,)< dim X — d — l± d =  dim X —1.
Indeed, for any point y  in X „ „  there exists a point x  in X  such that
c  L. H ence, Y o = (U y ex„, Ly) c (UxExo Lx).
Step 4. dim Y =dim X + d — 1.
Indeed, we have (Uxex-x, Lx) n .H cYc( U  x  s )  f1H  by definitions. Con-
sider the following diagram.
Fl(n;d, 0)
P3/  \ q i  3
Gr(n, d )  X  X oG r ( n ,  0)=P".
By our assumption L x , n x c = 0  for a point x o in  X , we see that p3 - 1 (X)n
q3 - 1 (P o )  is a  finite set for a point P o in  P n  . Hence, we have dim(UxexL.)
=dimq3.P3 - 1 (X )=d im (U x ex-x 0 Lx)=dimq30P3 - 1 (X — X 0 )= d im X + d . There-
fore, since H  is general, we have the required assertion.
Step 5. Ly n v f_ = r  f or some point y  in X  H .
Indeed, if we assume the contrary, we are led to a contradiction as follows.
Let Yi be a generic point of X,. We can take a point P1 in L y , n Y o by our assump-
tion in this step. We denote by Z the closure of (yi, P 1) in Gr(n - 1,d — 1)x H.
Consider the diagram (3). Since r2.71 - 1 (Z)= f(Q , P )E H x H i  there exists
a  specialization (y, P )  of (yi, PO such that L y (;)} , w e  have, in particuiar,
P EL, nY0 for a point (Q, P) in 72.7r1- 1 (Z ) .  Hence, we have .5.72.7ri 1 (Z )=  Y.
Therefore, we see that r(7 2 °71- 1 (Z)—s - 1 (Y0))#0. Hence, we may assume that
there exists a point P o in r(r2cr1 - 1 (Z)—s - 1 (Yo)) such that P oE Ly0c 1 , 0 ,  where
Yo is the point in X 11 mentioned in Step 1. Then, by our assumption in Case 2,
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we see that P o X „  that is, the set Ix E X  L .  P o l  is finite. Hence, we have
dim (r - 1 (P 0) n (72 0 7 r1 1 (z )— s - '(1 7 0 ) ) ) = d-1. Therefore, we have
dim (r2ori 1 (Z) —s - 1 (Y0))‹ dim q(Z)+ d —1
<d im Y o + d - 1
‹d im X + d - 2 .
The last inequality follows from the result of Step 3. On the other hand, from
the result of Step 4, we have
dim (72. 1 (Z) —s - 1 (Yo)) = dim Y = dim X + d —1.
This contradicts to the above estimation.
Step 6. By the result o f Step 5, and by our assumption in Case 2, there
exists a point .X2 in X and a point y 2  in X  H such that Ly2
= L 2 n H, LX, n X. =0,
and Ly 2 n Y o  = 0 . By the induction hypothesis on d, there exists a point P2  in
L y , n (x„)„ that is, the set {y E X HI L y P 2 }  is infinite. Since P2 1$ Yo, the set
{YE XH I LY 3  P 2 } is contained in XH — X H , o .  Since (X — X 0 )—>(X X  „ , 0)  is a
surjective morphism and since the set {x L x  P2} is the inverse image of
the set {y E XI/ I P2} , we see that the set {xE X I L x  P 2 }  is infinite. This
contradicts to L , n xe = 0. Q.E.D.
Theorem 3. 1 follows immediately from Lemma 3. 5.
Pem ark 3. 6. Probably the following statement (indicating more geome-
trical meaning) will be valid.
Let X  be a subvariety of Gr(n, d) of dimension m  2. Assume that
X •Wao, a l ,  , a d - 0  for some Schubert cycle w a o ,a ,, ,, of codimension
m. Then, for any point x o in  X , there exists a curve C contained in X
such that C goes through the point x o and that fIxEcLr*O.
But our dimension-theoretic argument is too rough to verify the above
statement.
Corollary 3. 7. Let X be a non-singular projective variety of dimen-
sion m defined over the complex number field C. Let E be a vector bundle
of rank r on X .  Suppose that E is ample and that, in addition, E is gener-
ated by its global sections. Then, E is numerically positive.
P r o o f  Let q be an integer with 1<q<m=dim X .  Let Y  be a q-dimen-
sional subvariety of X .  Let F  be a quotient vector bundle of rank d+1 of El Y
with F z O .  L e t  P (T )  be a homogeneous positive polynomial in 11(d+1) of
degree q with P (T )# 0 . Since E is generated by its global sections, El Y and
hence F  is generated by its global sections. Hence, we have a morphism
f  : Y —>Gr(n, d) with F  f* (.§ ),
w here is  the dual of the universal subbandle S on Gr(n, d). Since we may
assume that n—d,>-m, we see that
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(I(d +1) OC),L, H 2q(Gr(n, d), C)
P(T )i---  (the cohomology class of P ( ' /27r 10 ) ) .
Hence, we see that the cohomology class o f P( 11- 1-60 is not zero . By The-
27r
orem 2. 1, the cohomology class o f P ( 112- 7 19 , )  can be expressed as
the cohomolgy class of P( l i  — 1 0 ,)
27r
f *(the cohomology class of P(' 2Tr i--(h))
=the cohomology class of r + a d  a crao, a l , a d f  * wao, ai, •
where every coefficient aao,al, ,,, 0 and they are not all zero . Since E  is
ample, E  I Y  is  ample and hence F  is am ple. Therefore, the morphism f  is
finite. Hence, S I f (Y ) is ample. Applying Theorem 3. 1 fo r  f (Y ),  we have
that f  (Y)•wao, a i , . . ,  ad > 0  for any Schubert cycle , ,  o f  c o d im e n s io n  E Lc, a i
=q . Therefore, we see that
A/ 1
—P(
—
 e F ) Y•(E aao, al, adf *wao, ad)27r —
= E tr as, adY • f*wao, a i , ,
_  1
aa., a d f  *( r•wao, ade
>0,
where e is the mapping degree of the morphism f . Q.E.D.
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